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H = 180~210 cm

ORION

H = 240~255 cm

MARS

H = 245~255 cm

DORADO XL

H = 180~210 cm

HYDRA

MOTORHOME AIR AWNING LINER

H = 240~260 cm

GALAXY

H = 240~270 cm

HYDRA

H = 260~285 cm

VEGA
H = 240~270 cm

ORION

WINDSHIELD PRO

MOTORHOME AIR AWNINGS

VAN AIR AWNINGS

CAMPERVAN AIR AWNINGS

BUS AWNINGS

CARAVAN PORCH AWNINGS

FULL CARAVAN AWNINGS PLUTO
H = 240~255 cm

VEGA
H = 235~260 cm

ORION
H = 210~240 cm

HYDRA
H = 210~240 cm

NEPTUNE

H 
=280~300 cm
=300~320 cm

CANOPY SHADY PRO

CANOPY
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H = 180~210 cm

AQUILA PRO
H = 180~210 cm

TRITON

H = 240~270 cm

AQUILA PRO

H 
=240~260 cm
=260~280 cm

NEPTUNE

INNER TENT

UNIVERSAL ANNEX FREESTANDING INNER TENT 

PLUTO XL
H = 240~260 cm

CERES
H = 235~255 cm

LYNX
H = 235~250 cm

AQUILA PRO
H = 220~240 cm

TRITON
H = 210~240 cm

TRITON
H = 240~270 cm

ERIS

ANNEX

For universal annexe and Eris annex

(Only suitable for universal annex)



The innovative products from Westfield 
TQC build on many years of expe-
rience and our passion for camping. 
We have made it our mission to create 
premium quality and thoughtfully 
 designed products that take your cam-
ping experience to a whole new level 
of comfort and convenience. The tents, 
awnings, canopies and furniture in 
our ever-growing portfolio are made 
from high-end materials and come 
with a host of advanced features. All 
our  awnings are equipped with our 
patented Advanced Air System (AAS) 

WESTFIELD TQC AIR AWNINGS

technology for quick and easy setup 
and take-down, so you do not waste 
precious time on your trip.To help you 
choose the awning that is right for your 
needs, we have divided our products 
into three series, each with a different 
focus in terms of material and features. 
The Premium series offers innovati-
ve materials and an array of detail 
 solutions. The Premium Light series 
 focuses on high-quality, lightweight 
materials. The Travel Smart series for 
compact awnings combines light-
weight  materials with quick setup.

5
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For the first time in the Premium series, the Airtex Classic fabric 
is also used for the side panels of our Galaxy air awning. The 
lightweight fabric is made from 100% polyester, which is coated 
with acrylate on one side and impregnated. The special coating 

gives the fabric a distinctively textile character, is stain-resistant and water-repellent, and 
has antimicrobial properties. Airtex Classic is UV- and weather-resistant and achieves a 
very good sunshade effect.

ALL SEASON MATERIALS

The many advantages of the strong and durable TenCate All 
Season fabric are, for the first time, combined in the roof of 
our new Galaxy air awning in the Premium series. Made from 

100% polyester, the fabric is finished with a microporous acrylic coating that offers spe-
cial dirt-resistant properties along with a weather-resistant barrier, making it exceptionally 
easy to clean while creating a water- and windproof indoor area. Another advantage: The 
high-quality TenCate All Season fabric is exceptionally lightweight, UV-resistant and will 
retain its colour and shape for years to come. 

•  LOW GRAMMAGE ( 200 g/m² ) 

•  UV-RESISTANT

•  ANTIMICROBIAL

•  DIRT-REPELLENT

•  WATER-REPELLENT

•  WEATHER-RESISTANT

•  SUN PROTECTION UV STANDARD 801

•  WATERPROOF

•  WINDPROOF

•  DIRT-REPELLENT

•  LOW GRAMMAGE ( 195 g/m² )

•  UV-RESISTANT

•  COLOUR AND SHAPE RETAINING

•  WEATHER-RESISTANT
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HYDROTECH COTTONTOUCH

HydroTech® CottonTouch is the premium material in our 
range. The high-performance fabric was specially deve-
loped for the use and requirements in the caravanning 
sector, has a very long lifespan and is a staple in the 

 Premium series. The solution-dyed material is coated on both sides with UV-resistant poly-
urethane. Offering a high-end feel and easy-clean properties, its special weave boasts the 
highest hydrostatic head rating. The fibre-dyed fabric ensures unparalleled colour retention 
for years to come, is water-repellent and allows dirt and moisture to run off its surface more 
effectively than conventional fabrics. Compared to cotton blend fabrics, our  HydroTech® 
CottonTouch fabric delivers superior performance and maximum shape retention in all 
weathers and temperatures.

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:
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•  ROBUST MATERIAL WITH LOW GRAMMAGE OF 200 g/m²

•  OPTIMAL AND EFFECTIVE UV PROTECTION

•  HIGH HYDROSTATIC HEAD RATING

•  EXCEPTIONALLY WEATHER-RESISTANT

•  SUPERIOR COLOUR RETENTION IN CHANGING LIGHT AND WEATHER CONDITIONS 

•  IDEAL CONDENSATION CONTROL THANKS TO THE COTTONTOUCH SURFACE

•  EASY TO CLEAN: WATER- AND DIRT-REPELLENT FINISH
Light grey

Anthracite

FEATURES

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT WINDPROOFWATERPROOF
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HYDROTECH RIPSTOP

The patented HydroTech® Ripstop was developed for use with 
travel awnings. The innovative fabric is made using a special 
reinforcing technique that makes it highly resistant to tearing 
and ripping and gives it a charming “crosshatch pattern”. 

Thanks to an additional polyurethane coating, the solution-dyed yarn feels pleasantly soft 
to the touch and offers very high UV resistance. The fabric boasts an excellent weight 
to stability ratio with great tear strength. Another advantage: Solution-dyed yarns ensu-
re that the canvas retains its colour and shape for years to come. Awnings made from 
 HydroTech® Ripstop therefore have a very long lifespan.
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•  LOW GRAMMAGE ( 165 g/m² ) WITH VERY HIGH STABILITY

•  EXCEPTIONAL TEAR STRENGTH

•  SUPERIOR COLOUR RETENTION IN CHANGING LIGHT AND WEATHER CONDITIONS 

•  VERY HIGH UV RESISTANCE

•  WATER- AND DIRT-REPELLENT 

•  EXTREMELY EASY TO CLEAN

Light grey 

Anthracite

FEATURES

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT WINDPROOFWATERPROOF
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ADVANCED AIR SYSTEM

The patented “Advanced Air System®” technology from 
 Westfield  Outdoors gives you the option of connecting the 
 individual air tubes of the air awning to form a strong and stable 
frame. Big advantage: The frame, which consists of three-layer 
air tubes, can be inflated from a single point, making it extremely 

easy to use and super quick to set up and take down. 

The entire awning 
can be inflated from a 
single inflation point.
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The individual air tubes are all intercon-
nected, enabling you to inflate the whole 
awning from a single point.

AAS CONNECTION SYSTEM

This connection makes it easy to inflate 
your air awning using either an electric 
pump or a hand pump and lets you de-
flate it just as easily when packing down. 
For optimum stability, all our air awnings 
should be inflated to 7 PSI.

ELECTRIC PUMP CONNECTION

AAS CONNECTION COVER FLAP 

The cover flaps cover the connection 
points. Several of our air awnings feature 
more than one connection point, but the 
whole awning can easily be inflated at 
any point.

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:
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DOUBLE MUD SKIRT

TOP VENTILATION PANEL

Our standard top ventilation panel opti-
mises the air circulation in the awning and 
should therefore always be open.

The awnings of the Premium series feature 
a double mud skirt. One mud skirt is secu-
red inside and the other outside to keep 
both the interior and the tie-down elements 
100% protected.

FEATURES

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:

Tie-down kit 

Groundsheet 
or carpetOuter mud skirt

Inner mud skirt
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3-LAYER WINDOW CONSTRUCTION

All windows of our Premium and Premium 
Light awnings feature tinted window film. 
The windows in our Travel Smart series 
come with clear film. Our mesh panels are 
made of black mesh netting. 
All windows have blinds to provide privacy 
when required.

Tinted window film

Sunlight

Blinds

Mosquito nets

MOSQUITO NETS TINTED WINDOW FILM
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The Vario corners on the left and right of 
our caravan air awnings Pluto, Pluto XL 
and Ceres create a perfect seal on your 
caravan.

Our caravan air awnings Galaxy, Pluto, 
Pluto XL, Ceres, Vega, Lynx and Dorado 
XL come with a draught skirt that keeps 
your awning  interior comfortable and free 
of draughts. On the Pluto, Pluto XL and 
 Galaxy air  awnings, this is equipped with 
ventilation.

VARIO CORNERS 

DRAUGHT SKIRT

All seams of our awnings are additionally 
welded from the inside, sealing out water 
and keeping the interior dry.

TAPED SEAMS

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:
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PREMIUM SERIES

PREMIUM  LIGHT SERIES

TRAVEL SMART SERIES

The air awnings of our Premium 
series offer a combination of the 
best materials and  user-friendly 
features. Designed with our unique 
AAS technology with  “three-layer” 
air tubes, the awnings are made 
from Hydrotech® CottonTouch 
fabric.

The air awnings of the Premium 
Light series are designed with 
focus on high-quality, lightweight 
materials and use our innovative 
Hydrotech® Ripstop fabric.

The air awnings of the Travel Smart 
series are a winning combination 
of extremely lightweight materials 
and ease of setup and take-down. 

•  HydroTech® Cotton Touch fabric

•  Advanced Air System (AAS)

•  Airtex & Ten Cate 

    All season material (GALAXY)

•  Top ventilation panel

•  3-layer window construction

•  Double mud skirt

•  Draught skirt and wheel cover           

    (Galaxy, Pluto, Pluto XL, Vega)

•  Vario corners (Galaxy, Pluto und Pluto XL)

•  HydroTech® Ripstop fabric

•  Advanced Air System (AAS)

•  Top ventilation panel

•  3-layer window construction

•  Draught skirt and wheel cover 

    (Ceres)

•  Vario corners (Ceres)

•  HydraDore® SL fabric

•  Air Erect System (AES), 

    Dorado XL (AAS)

•  Top ventilation panel

•  3-layer airtubes

•  Draught skirt (Lynx, Dorado XL)



The air awnings of the Premium series from Westfield TQC  combine 
the best materials with intelligent details and unique  solutions that 
deliver many advantages when camping. Thanks to our unique 
AAS air technology, which allows the air awning to be inflated via 
a central valve, the awnings are quick and easy to set up and take 
down. The materials used, such as our  Hydrotech®  CottonTouch 
canvas and the construction with “three-layer” air tubes, 
 ensure many comfortable times spent in the great outdoors.

PREMIUM SERIES

17
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GALAXY
The luxury air awning GALAXY is the 
best  Westfield  TQC has to offer. Made 
in Germany using the best European 
fabrics, Westfield delivers a true all-sea-
son awning. Its modern design and unique 
features make it a model for high-end stan-
dards. Large windows, all of which come 
with internal blinds for added privacy, a 
depth of 250 cm and generous headroom 
throughout the awning lend it a  pleasantly 
spacious feel. High-quality AIRTEX® and 

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT

TenCate® All Season fabrics optimise its 
indoor climate in all weathers. A built-in 
canopy with aluminium poles shelters the 
living area from rain. Thanks to our AAS 
air technology, the roomy air awning is 
easy to set up in no time. For even more 
space, the GALAXY can be extended with 
our CANOPY SHADY PRO using an integ-
rated connection. The awning is available 
in three different sizes.

FULL CARAVAN

AIR AWNING
H= 240~260 cm
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Material: 
High-quality European fabrics, Airtex, 
TenCate All Season (roof material)

Front panel: 
Two front panels with tinted panora-
mic windows, door function, mosquito 
netting and privacy blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features: 
AAS, top ventilation panel for perma-
nent, built-in ventilation, double mud 
skirt, draught skirt and wheel cover 
with ventilation panel, Vario corners 
on the left and right for a perfect seal 
on your caravan

Included: 
Awning, two carry bags, pump, 
 tie-down kit, veranda pole

FEATURES
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AIR TUBES POLES

240~260 cm

525~595 cm

1

4

250 cm

GALAXY

2

 

TENCATE ALL SEASONAIRTEX®   Made in Germany

CircumferenceWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel 

Two carry bags per awning

525 cm  946  ~  980 cm  12030370800000
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 22.4 kg  & 
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 23 kg 

560 cm  981  ~  1015 cm  12037090000000
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 24 kg  & 
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 23 kg 

595 cm  1016 ~ 1050 cm  12037100000000
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 24 kg  & 
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 24 kg 

GALAXY 8

GALAXY 9

GALAXY 10

3
4

VERANDA POLE3
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Veranda pole  
(Item code12020370003000)

Optional pole set for the side 
panels in the door area   

4

(Item code12010203504000)  

Universal annex 
weight  7.4 kg

1

(Item code12020370002000)

Annex inner tent
weight  1,68 kg

(Item code12020370004000)    

UNIVERSAL ANNEX        

Annex ERIS            2
(Item code12020612000000)

Freestanding inner tent 
(Item code12040243202000)
also suitable for the universal 
annexe

3

((included from size 10)
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The air awning PLUTO XL features a depth 
of 300 cm, giving it a magnificent spacious 
feel. With this been a full awning, it runs 
the full length of your caravan, ensuring 
that all windows, doors and service flaps 
are easy to open while creating a perfect 
seal on the sides of your caravan against 
any wind or weather. Our  high-quality 
 HydroTech®  CottonTouch fabric, the per-
manent, built-in ventilation and tinted 
windows ensure a very pleasant indoor 
climate even on hot summer days. The re-
movable front and side panels are equip-

ped with mosquito nets and can be added 
as needed. The large panoramic windows 
are great for enjoying a perfect view and 
provide optimal lighting conditions in your 
air awning. Thanks to our AAS (Advan-
ced Air System) technology, the PLUTO XL 
is super quick and easy to set up. Our 
2023 model also features an option to 
connect our CANOPY SHADY PRO. The 
PLUTO XL air awning is designed to make 
your  holiday a relaxing and unforgettable 
 experience.

PLUTO XL

FULL CARAVAN

AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

H= 240~260 cm

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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Material: 
HydroTech® CottonTouch fabric

Front panel: 
Two front panels with tinted panora-
mic windows, door function, mosquito 
netting and privacy blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features: 
AAS, top ventilation panel for perma-
nent, built-in ventilation, double mud 
skirt, draught skirt and wheel cover 
with ventilation panel, Vario corners 
on the left and right for a perfect seal 
on your caravan

Included: 
Awning, two carry bags, pump, 
 tie-down kit, veranda pole, additional 
air tubes set for the front wall (from 
size 10)

FEATURES
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AIR TUBES ADDITIONAL AIR TUBES POLES

240~260 cm

490~630 cm
PLUTO XL 7~11

PLUTO XL 7:          205 cm
PLUTO XL 8~11:   210 cm

1
4

6

3
3

3

5

6

300 cm

PLUTO XL

2

CircumferenceWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel  

Two carry bags per awning

490 cm  911  ~  945 cm  12020377003001
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 21 kg  & 
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 22 kg 

525 cm  946  ~  980 cm  12020378003001
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 22,4 kg  & 
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 23 kg 

560 cm  981 ~ 1015 cm  12020379003001
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 23 kg  & 
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 24 kg 

595 cm  1016 ~ 1050 cm  12020371003001
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 24 kg  &
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 24 kg 

630 cm  1051 ~ 1085 cm  12023711003001
115 x 33 x 24 cm/ 24,4 kg  & 
115 x 35 x 38 cm/ 24,4 kg 

PLUTO XL 7

PLUTO XL 8

PLUTO XL 9

PLUTO XL 10

PLUTO XL 11

VERANDA POLE4
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5 Roof liner for              
PLUTO XL 7 
(Item code 12020377003040)
PLUTO XL 8 
(Item code 12020378003040) 
PLUTO XL 9 
(Item code 12020379003040)
PLUTO XL 10
(Item code 12020371003040)
PLUTO XL 11    
(Item code 12023711003040)      

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Additional air tube set for the 
front panel  (2 pieces)                                                                             

3

(Item code 12020370001000)   

Optional pole set for the side 
panels in the door area   

6

(Item code 12010203504000)  

Universal annex                
weight  7,4 kg

1

(Item code 12020370002000)

Annex inner tent        
weight   1,68 kg

(Item code 12020370004000)    

UNIVERSAL ANNEX            

Annex ERIS            2
(Item code 12020612000000)

Freestanding inner tent 

also suitable for the universal 
annexe

(Item code 12040243202000)

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:

4 Veranda pole size 7~10      
(Item code 12020370003000)

Veranda pole size 11 
(Item code 12020371103000)

Included with size 10 and 11!
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FULL CARAVAN

AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MINH= 240~255 cm

Thanks to our AAS (Advanced Air Sys-
tem) technology, the air awning PLUTO is 
super quick and easy to set up despite its 
size. With this been a full awning, it runs 
the full length of your caravan,, ensuring 
that all windows, doors and service flaps 
are easy to open while the Vario corners 
create a perfect seal on the sides of your 
caravan against any wind or weather. 

PLUTO
Our high-quality HydroTech® CottonTouch 
 fabric, the permanent, built-in ventilation 
and  tinted windows ensure a very good 
indoor climate even on hot summer days. 
The removable front and side panels are 
equipped with mosquito nets and can be 
added as needed. The 2023 model of our 
PLUTO air awning also features an option 
to connect our CANOPY SHADY PRO. 

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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Material: 
HydroTech® CottonTouch fabric

Front panel: 
Two front panels with tinted panora-
mic windows, door function, mosquito 
netting and privacy blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features: 
AAS, top ventilation panel for perma-
nent, built-in ventilation, double mud 
skirt, draught skirt and wheel cover 
with ventilation panel, Vario corners 
on the left and right, Spacious interior

Included: 
Awning, two carry bags, pump, 
tie-down kit, veranda pole, 
additional air tubes set for the front 
wall (from size 10)

FEATURES
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AIR TUBES ADDITIONAL AIR TUBES POLES

240~255 cm

490~665 cmPLUTO 7:          205 cm
PLUTO 8~12:   210 cm

1
6

4

33

3

5

4

250 cm

PLUTO

2

560 cm  981 ~ 1015 cm  12020370900001

490 cm  911 ~   945 cm  12020370700001

525 cm  946 ~   980 cm  12020370800001

CircumferenceWidth Item code Pack size/weight

630 cm  1051 ~ 1085 cm  12020371100001

665 cm  1086 ~ 1120 cm  12020371200001

595 cm  1016 ~ 1050 cm  12020371000001

Model   

Two carry bags per awning

115 x 33 x 33 cm/ 21,2 kg  & 
115 x 34 x 24 cm/ 21,2 kg 

115 x 33 x 33 cm/ 22,3 kg  & 
115 x 34 x 24 cm/ 22,3 kg 

115 x 33 x 33 cm/ 23,4 kg  & 
115 x 34 x 24 cm/ 23,4 kg 

115 x 33 x 33 cm/ 23,2 kg  & 
115 x 34 x 24 cm/ 24 kg 

115 x 33 x 33 cm/ 24,5 kg  & 
115 x 34 x 24 cm/ 24 kg 

115 x 33 x 33 cm/ 24 kg  & 
115 x 34 x 24 cm/ 25 kg 

PLUTO 9     

PLUTO 7        

PLUTO 8      

PLUTO 11

PLUTO 12 

PLUTO 10  

VERANDA POLE6
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Additional air tube set for the 
front panel  (2 pieces)                                                   

3

(Item code 12020370001000)   

Optional pole set for the 
side panels in the door area   

4

(Item code 12010203504000)  

6 Veranda pole size 7~10        
(Item code 12020370003000)

Veranda pole size 11 & 12 

(Item code 12020371103000)

Universal annex                  
weight  7,4 kg

1

(Item code 12020370002000)

Annex inner tent  
weight 1,68 kg

(Item code 12020370004000)    

5 Roof liner for            
PLUTO 7 
(Item code 12020370704000)
PLUTO 8 
(Item code 12020370804000)
PLUTO 9 
(Item code 12020370904000)
PLUTO 10
(Item code 12020371004000)
PLUTO 11    
(Item code 12020371104000)
PLUTO 12    
(Item code 12020371204000)

UNIVERSAL ANNEX                   

Annex ERIS           2
(Item code 12020612000000)

Freestanding inner tent 

also suitable for the universal 
annexe

(Item code 12040243202000)

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:

Included with size 10, 11 and 12!
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VEGA is the perfect choice for campers 
who travel a lot and often change location, 
as the air awning is quick to set up and 
take down. As well as boasting a  generous 
depth of 250 cm, its air tubes are designed 
to provide optimal headroom throughout 
the awning, meaning there is plenty of 

space for you to use and enjoy. Another 
advantage: The panoramic  windows give 
the awning an even more spacious feel. 
The 2023 model of our VEGA air awning 
also features an option to connect our 
 CANOPY SHADY PRO.

VEGA

CARAVAN PORCH 

AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MINH = 235~260 cm

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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PARTIALLY INTEGRATED AND INTEGRATED 

MOTORHOME AIR AWNING

Material: 
HydroTech® Cotton-Touch fabric

Front panel: 
Two front panels with tinted pano-
ramic windows, door function and 
privacy blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features: 
AAS technology, double mud skirt, 
top ventilation panel for permanent, 
built-in ventilation, draught skirt and 
wheel cover (caravan version), 2023 
model features height-adjustable air 
tubes

Included: 
Awning, pressure pole, pump, 
tie-down kit

FEATURES

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

H = 260~285 cm

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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VEGA 330/375

KADOR LENGTH 330 AND 375

AIR TUBES

H=190 cm

3

1 4

250 cm
330 cm / 375 cm

330 cm            235 ~  260 cm          12020402350001

335 cm            260 ~  285 cm          12020402850001

Fitting heightWidth Item code Pack size/weight

375 cm            260 ~  285 cm          12020375028501

375 cm            235 ~  260 cm          12020375023501

Model

115 x 35 x 35 cm/ 24,6 kg

115 x 35 x 35 cm/ 27,3 kg

115 x 35 x 35 cm/ 26,7 kg

100 x 43 x 38 cm/ 32,0 kg

CARAVAN

CARAVAN

MOTORHOME

MOTORHOME

VEGA 330

VEGA 330

VEGA 375

VEGA 375

235~260 cm /
260~285 cm

2

5

VERANDA POLE4
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4

3

Vega veranda pole                   

Mesh panel  Vega 330            

Mesh panel Vega 375          

Vega inner tent 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

(Item code 12020400002000)     

(Item code 12020400003000)

(Item code 12020511000000)  

(Item code 12020375100000)    

Universal annex                     
weight   7,4 kg

1

(Item code 12020370002000)

Annex inner tent  
weight   1,68 kg

(Item code 12020370004000)    

Annex ERIS            2
(Item code 12020612000000)

Freestanding inner tent 

also suitable for the universal 
annexe

UNIVERSAL ANNEX           

(Item code 12040243202000)

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:

5
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NEPTUNE
NEPTUNE is an extra high air awning 
designed with the larger motor home in 
mind. With a slightly changed design, the 
2023 model creates an even more spaci-
ous interior. Our optional annex ERIS can 
be added to further extend the living area. 
Three roof air tubes and our AAS techno-
logy make this a very stable awning that is 
easy to set up in no time at all. Combined 
with a choice of four connector options, it 
is suitable for vehicles with a fitting height 

of 240-320 cm. The NEPTUNE features 
an extra high roof, which gives better 
clearance for doors. Its standard canopy 
adds to the comfort of your awning even 
in the rain and ensures that the interior is 
kept dry. The NEPTUNE comes with large 
panoramic windows, a door in the front 
panel, which can be removed as needed, 
and two side panels with mosquito nets. 
The side panels can also be folded down 
or removed as needed.

H= 300~320 cmMOTORHOME AIR 

AWNING LINER

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

DRIVE-AWAY
FREESTANDING

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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VAN AIR AWNING

H = 240~260 cm
= 280~300 cm
= 260~280 cm

PARTIALLY INTEGRATED AND INTEGRATED MOTORHOME AIR AWNING

Material: 
HydroTech® Cotton-Touch fabric

Front panel: 
A front panel with tinted panoramic 
windows, door function and privacy 
blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features:
AAS, double mud skirt, top ventilation 
panel for permanent, built-in ventila-
tion, 4 mm and 6 mm beading, rear 
panel section between awning and 
connector

Included: 
Awning, roof pole set, pump, 
tie-down kit

FEATURES

SETUP TIME
20-30 MIN

H
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400 cm                      12020364000001

  240 ~   260 cm           12020364024001

  260 ~   280 cm           12020364026001

  280 ~   300 cm           12020364028001

  300 ~   320 cm           12020364030001

Fitting heightWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel  

115 x 35 x 35 cm/ 31,4 kg

56 x 20 x 20 cm  /  4,8 kg

56 x 20 x 20 cm  /  4,9 kg

56 x 20 x 20 cm  /  5,0 kg

56 x 20 x 20 cm  /  5,1 kg

NEPTUNE MAIN AWNING

NEPTUNE CONNECTOR 1

NEPTUNE CONNECTOR 2

NEPTUNE CONNECTOR 3

NEPTUNE CONNECTOR 4

OPTIONALES ZUBEHÖR

2 Drive away kit (4/7 mm)

Drive away kit (6/7 mm)            

(Item code 12010301903000)

(Item code 12010301904000)  

Neptune tubbed groundsheet          
(Item code 12020362001001)    

1

Freestanding inner tent 

also suitable for the universal 
annexe

(Item code 12040243202000)

AIR TUBES ROOF POLE

DRIVE AWAY KIT

CONNECTOR

(4/7 mm)

(6/7 mm)             

H = 240~260 cm

H = 300~320 cm

H =260~280 cm
=280~300 cm

2

3

NEPTUNE

300 x 90 cm Kador

2

3

400 cm 250 cm
90 cm

220 cm

1

Annex ERIS              
(Item code 12020612000000)

Universal annex               
weight 7,4 kg

(Item code 12020370002000)

Annex inner tent  
weight  1,68 kg

(Item code 12020370004000)    
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Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:
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ORION
The air awning ORION is suitable for 
buses and campervans of 180-270 cm. Its 
 functional connector comes in three sizes 
and connects the drive-away ORION to 
your vehicle. The connector can be zipped 
onto the awning and is attached to the 
vehicle via a kador. Alternatively, you can 
use the tunnel pole or secure the  connector 
with guy ropes stretched over the  vehicle. 
For maximum flexibility, the connector 
 features two entrance doors, which allow 
direct access to your vehicle. The ORION is 

equipped with large panoramic  windows, 
a door in the front panel and two side 
panels with mosquito nets. The front and 
side panels can be folded down or remo-
ved as needed. With a slightly changed 
design, the 2023 model provides opti-
mal headroom and creates an even more 
 spacious interior. Our optional annex ERIS 
can be added to further extend the living 
area. The ORION features our AAS tech-
nology, making the air awning easy to set 
up and take down in no time at all.

PARTIALLY INTEGRATED AND INTEGRATED 

MOTORHOME AIR AWNING
H =240~270 cm

DRIVE-AWAY
FREESTANDING

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

BUS

AIR AWNING

CAMPERVAN 

AIR AWNING

Material: 
HydroTech® Cotton-Touch fabric

Front panel: 
A front panel with tinted panoramic 
windows, door function, privacy 
blinds and mosquito netting

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, mosquito netting and privacy 
blinds

Standard features:
AAS, double mud skirt, top ventilation 
panel for permanent, built-in ventila-
tion, 4 mm and 6 mm beading, rear 
panel section between awning and 
connector

Included: 
Awning, roof pole set, pump, 
tie-down kit

FEATURES

H =180~200 cmH =210~240 cm
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300 cm      12020413000001

      180 ~   210 cm  12020413001001  

      210 ~   240 cm  12020413002001

      240 ~   270 cm 12020413003001

Fitting heightWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel 

98 x 34 x 34 cm/ 21,2 kg

56 x 18 x 18 cm/   4,2 kg

56 x 18 x 18 cm/   4,4 kg

56 x 18 x 18 cm/   4,7 kg

ORION MAIN AWNING 

ORION CONNECTOR 1

ORION CONNECTOR 2  

ORION CONNECTOR 3    

OPTIONALES ZUBEHÖR

1 Drive away kit (4/7 mm) 

Drive away kit (6/7 mm)              

(Item code 12010301903000)

(Item code 12010301904000)   

ORION

Orion tubbed groundsheet       
(Item code 12020413010001)  

2

Annex ERIS             
(Item code 12020612000000)

Freestanding inner tent 

also suitable for the universal 
annexe

(Item code 12040243202000)

             

260 x 65 cm Kador

300 x 90 cm Kador

300 cm 250 cm
90/65 cm

220 cm

AIR TUBES ROOF POLE

DRIVE AWAY KIT 

CONNECTOR

(4/7 mm)

(6/7 mm)             

H = 180~210 cm

H = 240~270 cm

H = 210~240 cm

1

3

2

Universal annex                
weight  7,4 kg

(Item code 12020370002000)

Annex inner tent  
weight  1,68 kg

(Item code 12020370004000)    



BROWSE OUR WEBSITE TO FIND THE RIGHT FURNITURE FOR 
YOUR WESTFIELD TQC AIR AWNINGS: 
www.westfield-tqc.com
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The air awnings of the Premium Light series from Westfield TQC offer 
a combination of high-quality, lightweight materials and a host of 
user-friendly features. Made from our innovative Hydrotech® Ripstop 
fabric, they feature the AAS technology with “three-layer” air tubes, 
making the awnings quick and easy to set up. The combination of 
high-quality components and sophisticated workmanship ensures 
durability for a long life of the awnings.

PREMIUM  LIGHT SERIES
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MARS
The air awning MARS offers a spacious 
interior with a depth of 250 cm, giving 
you plenty of space for camping chairs, 
table and the enjoyment of pure freedom. 
Experience the combination of precision 
fit and perfect width. Equipped with our 
 HydroTech® Ripstop fabric, the MARS air 
awning is not just a reliable travel com-
panion for your van. Our innovative AAS 
technology makes it easy and self-expla-
natory to set up in no time at all. With 

many thoughtful details, the MARS offers 
 complete flexibility, as both front panels 
can optionally be used as a door or be 
fully removed. Each removable side panel 
features a window and a door with mos-
quito net – the extra large windows with 
slightly tinted film allow plenty of light 
into the awning, while blinds protect from 
 prying eyes. For those requiring even more 
space, the MARS can be extended with 
our ERIS annex. 

VAN AIR 

AWNING

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

H = 240-255 cm

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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Material: 
HydroTech® Ripstop fabric

Front panel: 
Two front panels with tinted panora-
mic windows and privacy blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features:
AAS technology, top ventilation panel 
for permanent, built-in ventilation, 
optimal use of space

Included: 
Awning, veranda pole, pump, 
tie-down kit

FEATURES
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AIR TUBES VERANDA POLE3

1

250 cm
330 cm 

340 cm 

2

H = 240-260 cm

330 cm  240 ~ 260 cm  12020501000000

Fitting heightWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel  

carry bag  1: 100 x 24 x 24 cm/ 10 kg
carry bag  2:   95 x 42 x 35 cm/ 11 kgMARS

MARS

3
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3 Mesh panel 330               

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

(Item code 12020511000000) 

Universal annex                  
weight  7,4 kg

1

(Item code 12020370002000)

Annex inner tent           
weight   1,68 kg

(Item code 12020370004000)    

Annex ERIS            2
(Item code 12020612000000)   

Freestanding inner tent

also suitable for the universal annexe

(Item code 12040243202000)

UNIVERSAL ANNEX                

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:
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CERES
CERES is a modern designed air awning 
with curve appeal that leaves nothing to 
be desired. Its depth of 260 cm creates a 
feeling of genuine spaciousness. With this 
being a full awning, it runs the full length of 
your caravan, ensuring that all windows, 
doors and service flaps are easy to open. 
Our high-end HydroTech® Ripstop fabric, 
the permanent, built-in ventilation and 
the tinted windows ensure a very plea-
sant indoor climate even on hot summer 
days. The removable front panels come 
 complete with tinted windows as well as 
on the side panels with mosquito netting, 

enabling you to have privacy and ventila-
tion as needed. Westfield offers optional 
mosquito nets for the front panels. Large 
panoramic windows provide ample light 
and a perfect view. A headroom of around 
185 cm in the front allows optimum use of 
the space in the living area. Thanks to our 
AAS (Advanced Air System) technology, 
the CERES is super quick and easy to set 
up. Our 2023 model also features an opti-
on to connect our CANOPY SHADY PRO 
and is now available in two additional 
sizes. Start your holidays relaxed with our 
CERES air awning.

FULL CARAVAN 

AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MINH= 235-255 cm

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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Material: 
HydroTech® Ripstop fabric

Front panel: 
Three front panels with tinted 
panoramic windows

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features:
AAS technology, top ventilation  panel 
for permanent, built-in ventilation, 
optimal use of space, draught skirt and 
wheel cover, Vario corners on the left 
and right

Included: 
Awning, pump, tie-down kit

FEATURES
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545 cm  946 ~ 980 cm  12020608000001

580 cm  981 ~ 1015 cm  12020609000001

615 cm  1016 ~ 1050 cm  12020601000001

CircumferenceWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel  

100 x 40 x 37 cm/ 16,3 kg  & 
100 x 30 x 29 cm/ 18,5 kg
100 x 40 x 37 cm/ 16,3 kg  & 
100 x 30 x 29 cm/ 19,0 kg
100 x 40 x 37 cm/ 16,3 kg  & 
100 x 30 x 29 cm/ 19,5 kg

Two carry bags per awning

CERES 8        

CERES 9        

CERES 10      

510 cm  911 ~ 945 cm  12020607000001
100 x 40 x 37 cm/ 16,3 kg  & 
100 x 30 x 29 cm/ 18,0 kgCERES 7        

650 cm  1051 ~ 1085 cm   12020601100001
100 x 40 x 37 cm/ 16,3 kg  & 
100 x 30 x 29 cm/ 20,0 kgCERES 11     

OPTIONALES ZUBEHÖR

(Item code 12020370002000)              

weight 7,4 kg1 Universal annex
(Item code 12020370004000)              

Annex inner tent    

3

(Item code 12020400003000)                     

Veranda pole

(Item code 12020511000000)              

Mesh panel Ceres4

Annex ERIS            2
(Item code 12020612000000)   

Freestanding inner tent

also suitable for the universal annexe
(Item code 12040243202000)

AIR TUBES

CERES

235~ 255 cm

Ceres Size 7:     510 cm
Ceres Size 8:     545 cm
Ceres Size 9:     580 cm

3

1

265 cm
Ceres Size 10:   615 cm
Ceres Size 11:   650 cm

4

VERANDA POLE3

2
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Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:
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AQUILA PRO
The drive-away air awning AQUILA PRO 
offers a lot of extra space and plenty of 
 options for bus campers and campers. 
Our in-built AAS technology makes it 
super quick to set up and take down. For 
maximum flexibility, the connector and the 
optional canopy can be attached either 
on the left or right. Similarly, the front panel 
offers two flexible positioning options. The 
 AQUILA PRO air awning cuts an equally 
fine figure as a freestanding family tent. 

With an overall length of 560 cm, a width 
of 320 cm and a height of 215 cm, its gene-
rous interior can be used for any number 
of purposes. The AQUILA PRO air awning 
uses our high-end HydroTech®  Ripstop 
fabric. A groundsheet is available as an 
optional extra. Whether you need extra 
sleeping space or a large awning or tent: 
the  AQUILA  PRO offers many options. 
Connected to the side of the vehicle, it only 
requires a reasonably modest pitch size.

MOTORHOME / 

VAN AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

H= 240-270 cm
UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT DRIVE-AWAY

FREESTANDING
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CAMPERVAN 

AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME
20-30 MINH= 220-240 cm BUS AWNING H= 180-210 cm

Material: 
HydroTech® Ripstop fabric

Front panel: 
Three front panels with tinted 
panoramic windows

Side panel: 
Two side panels with tinted window 
film, door function, mosquito netting 
and privacy blinds

Standard features:
AAS technology, top ventilation panel 
for permanent, built-in ventilation, 
 optimal use of space, various options

Included:  
Awning, pump, tie-down kit

FEATURES
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31 Side canopy 

Groundsheet       

Inner tent

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

2

(Item code12022239100000)(Item code12022238121000)  

(Item code12022238100000)   

320 cm  560 cm       12010842000001

  65 cm  /       12010842100001

  90 cm  /       12022233210240

Depth Item code Pack size/weightModel

100 x 40 x40 cm/ 38,5 kg

2,4 kg

2,5 kg

  90 cm  /       12010842300001 2,6 kg

Width

AQUILA PRO MAIN AWNING

CONNECTOR 180~210 cm

CONNECTOR 220~240 cm

CONNECTOR 240~270 cm  

AQUILA PRO

215 cm

320 cm560 cm

3

1

2

AIR TUBES ROOF POLE

             

260 x 65 cm Kador

300 x 90 cm Kador

CONNECTOR

H = 180~210 cm

H = 240~270 cm

H = 220~240 cm
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TRITON
The drive-away pavilion air awning 
 TRITON offers a traditional shape with 
modern application possibilities. With the 
optional connectors, the TRITON can be 
used for a variety of vehicles, caravans 
or as a freestanding family tent. It comes 
with four side panels equipped with tin-
ted  windows and blinds. Two panels have 
additional mosquito netting for ventila-
tion. With dimensions of 300 x 300 cm 
and a gable height of 240 cm, the awning 
creates a very spacious feel with adequa-

te headroom. The groundsheet supplied 
keeps the bottom of your awning clean 
and dry. All four side panels can be com-
pletely removed as needed, transforming 
your air awning into a practical pavilion 
in no time. The TRITON uses our high-end 
 HydroTech® Ripstop fabric. Thanks to our 
AAS (Advanced Air System) technology, 
the awning is super quick and easy to set 
up. The TRITON air awning is available in 
three sizes and can even be attached to 
minivans or small caravans.

VAN / 

MOTORHOME

AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME 
20-30 MIN

H= 240-270 cm
UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT DRIVE-AWAY

FREESTANDING
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CAMPERVAN 

AIR AWNING

SETUP TIME
20-30 MIN

H= 210-240 cm CAMPERVAN 

AIR AWNING
H= 180-210 cm

Material: 
HydroTech® Ripstop fabric

Panels:
Two panels with tinted windows, ven-
tilation mesh and blinds, two panels 
with tinted windows and blinds

Standard features:
AAS, top ventilation panel for perma-
nent, built-in ventilation, optional use 
as pavilion 

Included: 
Awning, groundsheet, pump, 
tie-down kit

FEATURES
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300 cm        300 cm       12010273100001

DepthWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel 

98 x 34 x 34 cm/ 26,7 kg

  56 x 18 x 18 cm / 3,5 kg

  56 x 18 x 18 cm  / 4,2 kg

  56 x 18 x 18 cm / 4,8 kg

  /                 65 cm         12022233180210

  /                 90 cm         12022233210024

  /                 90 cm         12022233240270

TRITON MAIN AWNING  

CONNECTOR 180~210 cm

CONNECTOR 210~240 cm

CONNECTOR 240~270 cm

TRITON

180-210 cm

300 cm
300 cm

210-240 cm
240-270 cm

AIR TUBES ROOF POLE
             

260 x 65 cm Kador

300 x 90 cm Kador

CONNECTOR

H = 180~210 cm

H = 240~270 cm

H = 210~240 cm
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CANOPY SHADY PRO
Made in Germany, the  CANOPY  SHADY 
PRO can be used directly on the caravan. 
As a canopy, it can be fitted to the  GALAXY, 
PLUTO, PLUTO XL, CERES, VEGA and 
MARS models (model series from 2023). 
Featuring a depth of 220 cm as well as our 
high-end  HydroTech® Ripstop fabric, the 

CANOPY SHADY PRO provides  reliable 
protection from the sun and rain. With 
three height-adjustable poles and four guy 
ropes, it is quick and easy to set up. The 
canopy is available in eight sizes, each 
with a depth of 220 cm.

SETUP TIME
15-20 MIN

COMPATIBLE WITH PLUTO / PLUTO XL / 
VEGA / MARS / CERES / GALAXY

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT
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CANOPY SHADY PRO

Material: 
HydroTech® Ripstop fabric

Included: 
Canopy, poles, tie-down kit

FEATURES

Poles: 
Aluminium

350 cm     220 cm     6,6 kg    

DepthWidth Item codeModel 

305 cm     220 cm     6,3 kg  

470 cm     220 cm     7,5 kg     

500 cm     220 cm     7,8 kg    

530 cm     220 cm     8,1 kg     

570 cm     220 cm     8,4 kg    

410 cm     220 cm     6,9 kg    

440 cm     220 cm     7,2 kg     

(Vega - Mars 330)

(Vega 375) 

(Pluto - Pluto XL - Galaxy 7)

(Pluto - Pluto XL - Galaxy 8 - Ceres 7)

(Pluto - Pluto XL - Galaxy 9 - Ceres 8)

(Pluto - Pluto XL - Galaxy 10 - Ceres 9)

(Pluto - Pluto XL - Galaxy 11 - Ceres 10)

(Pluto - Pluto XL - Galaxy 12 - Ceres 11)

Weight

CANOPY SHADY PRO

CANOPY SHADY PRO

CANOPY SHADY PRO

CANOPY SHADY PRO 

CANOPY SHADY PRO

CANOPY SHADY PRO

CANOPY SHADY PRO

CANOPY SHADY PRO

12022235350000

12022235305000

12022235480000

12022235500000

12022235530000

12022235560000

12022235420000 

12022235440000

255-285 cm

220 cm

230-255 cm

Canopy Shady Pro size 5:     305 cm
Canopy Shady Pro size 6:     350 cm
Canopy Shady Pro size 7:     410 cm
Canopy Shady Pro size 8:     440 cm
Canopy Shady Pro size 9:     470 cm
Canopy Shady Pro size 10:   500 cm
Canopy Shady Pro size 11:   530 cm
Canopy Shady Pro size 12:   570 cm
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ERIS
Our annex ERIS adds even more space to 
your awning! Whether sleeping, kitchen 
or storage area, our annex expands your 
living area and offers a variety of possibi-
lities. The door and the tinted windows with 
privacy function ensure optimal  lighting 
conditions within while always providing 

the perfect view. With a headroom of 
180 cm, it leaves nothing to be desired. A 
double zip enables you to use the existing 
side panels of your air awning as a par-
tition or room divider. Supplied with roof 
poles for optimal tension in the roof, the 
annex is quick and easy to set up.

SETUP TIME
15~20MIN

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT

210 cm                   180 cm                    12020612000000

Model  Item code Pack size/weight

95 x 30 x 30 cm/ 11 kg

HeadroomWidth

ERIS  
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195 cm

180 cm210 cm

185 cm180 cm

AIR TUBES ROOF POLE

ERIS

Material: 
HydroTech® Ripstop fabric

Front panel: 
Two front panels with window film, 
mosquito netting and privacy blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with window film, 
door function, mosquito netting and 
privacy blinds

Standard features:
AAS technology

Included: 
Awning, pump, tie-down kit

FEATURES

Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:



The air awnings of the Travel Smart series from Westfield TQC are a 
winning combination of extremely lightweight materials and ease of 
setup. The three-layer air tubes are quick to inflate using the  supplied 
double action pump with auto cut-off valve. With a low net weight 
and a classic construction, the awnings of the Travel Smart series 
are ideal for short breaks, weekend trips and holidays involving 

 frequent travelling..

65

TRAVEL SMART SERIES
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DORADO XL
The air awning DORADO XL is the ideal 
 travel companion for your caravan. Our 
clever front air tube design allows full use 
of the floor space, with optimum headroom 
in the entire roof area. At the sides, the 
 DORADO XL air awning is equipped with 
two additional mesh segments. The wide 

window front offers a generous panoramic 
view. With a low weight and pack size for 
easy transport, the awning integrates our 
AAS technology to ensure that it is quick 
to set up so that you can start your holiday 
completely relaxed.

SETUP TIME
15~20 MINCARAVAN PORCH AWNING H = 245-255 cm

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT

375 cm                 245 ~ 255 cm            12102041200000

Fitting heightWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel  

113 x 28 x 25 cm/ 11 kgDORADO XL
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Material: 
HydraDore® SL fabric

Front panel: 
A front panel with large front door, 
panoramic window, blind and 
 canopy function

Side panel: 
Two side panels with window film, 
door function, mosquito netting and 
privacy blinds

Standard features:
AAS, top ventilation panel for perma-
nent, built-in ventilation, kador strip 
with double beading for caravan and 
awning, draught skirt

Included: 
Awning, pump, tie-down kit

FEATURES

AIR TUBES

245~255 cm

375 cm
250 cm

1

2

2

DORADO XL

2
(Item code 12010203504000)

1
(Item code 12010203503000)            

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Pressure poles Canopy pole set
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HYDRA
Thanks to its modified front air tube design, 
our air awning HYDRA 2022  allows 
full use of the floor space, with optimum 
 headroom in the entire roof area. The 
removable connector makes it easy to 
set up and take down. A further advan-
tage is the low weight of the awning. The 
ventilation flaps under the windows ensu-

re perfect ventilation of the HYDRA van 
awning. Thanks to our Air Erect System 
(AES), the two air tubes are inflated in no 
time, making the awning quick to set up 
and take down. It comes with a remova-
ble, fully tubbed  Velcro-in groundsheet, 
which attaches to the base and keeps your 
awning and vehicle clean and dry.

PARTIALLY INTEGRATED 

AND INTEGRATED 

CARAVAN AIR AWNING
H =240~270 cm

SETUP TIME
15-20 MIN

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT DRIVE-AWAY
FREESTANDING
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SETUP TIME
15-20 MIN

BUS

AWNING

CAMPERVAN 

AIR AWNING
H =180~210 cmH =210~240 cm

Material: 
HydraDore® SL fabric

Front panel:
A front panel with panoramic window, 
mosquito net, blind and canopy 
function

Side panel: 
Two side panels with window film, 
mosquito netting and privacy blinds

Standard features:
AES, top ventilation panel for per-
manent, built-in ventilation, zip-on/
off connector, rear panel section 
 between awning and connector

Included: 
Awning, pump, tie-down kit, Tubbed 
groundsheet 

FEATURES
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2

AIR TUBES

DRIVE AWAY KIT

CONNECTOR

(4/7 mm)

(6/7 mm)             

150 cm

90 cm

90 cm

REAR PANEL SECTION 

300 cm

300 cm

H= 240~270 cm

H= 210~240 cm

H= 180~210 cm

1

HYDRA

2Canopy pole set
               

1 Drive away kit (4/7 mm) 
          

Drive away kit (6/7 mm)
          

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

(Item code 12010203503000)   (Item code 12010301903000)     

(Item code 12010301904000)   

300 cm                                                  12010360001000

180 ~   210 cm              12010360002000 

210 ~   240 cm              12010360003000

240 ~   270 cm              12010360004000 

Fitting heightWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel  

100 x 31 x 31 cm/ 13,5 kg

56 x 15 x 15 cm  /   3,5 kg

56 x15 x 15 cm   /   4,2 kg

56 x15 x 15 cm   /   4,8 kg

HYDRA MAIN AWNING   

HYDRA CONNECTOR 1

HYDRA CONNECTOR 2

HYDRA CONNECTOR 3

2

1

ROOF POLE



Visit our YouTube channel 
for more information:

72
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LYNX
The LYNX is an extremely lightweight air 
awning. Featuring our efficient Air   Erect 
System, it can be set up in just a few  minutes 
and provides a practical extension of the 
space outside your caravan. Fed into the 

SETUP TIME
15~20 MIN

CARAVAN PORCH AWNING H = 235-250 cm

kador strip, the porch can be adjusted 
 flexibly to the entrance of your caravan. 
All windows of the awning have blinds to 
ensure privacy at all times.

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT

200 cm            235 ~   250 cm  12010322000000

240 cm           235 ~   250 cm  12010322400000

Fitting heightWidth Item code Pack size/weightModel 

113 x 28 x 25 cm/ 10 kg

113 x 28 x 25 cm/ 11 kgLYNX 240 LT

LYNX 200 LT
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AIR TUBES

200 cm / 240 cm
250 cm

235~250 cm
1

LYNX

Material: 
HydraDore® SL fabric

Front panel:
A front panel with window, mosquito 
net and privacy blinds

Side panel: 
Two side panels with window film, 
door function, mosquito netting and 
privacy blinds

Standard features:
AES, top ventilation panel for perma-
nent, built-in ventilation, draught skirt

Included: 
Awning, pump, tie-down kit,
roof pole

FEATURES

1 Pressure pole set                 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

(Item code12010203504000)      

ROOF POLE
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WINDSHIELD PRO
The WINDSHIELD PRO features a unique 
frame system that makes it exceptionally 
easy to set up. Since the telescopic poles 
are located on the outside, you get to use 
100% of the space available on the inside 
without the worry of tripping hazards. A 
kador system means it can easily be ex-
tended to incorporate additional panels.

SETUP TIME
15~20MIN

UV-RESISTANT WATER-REPELLENT

480 cm               12020304000000

  80 cm                12020304002000

160 cm                12020304001000

Width Item code Pack size/weightModel 

106 x 16 x 16 cm/ 5,9 kg

106 x 12 x 12 cm/ 2,2 kg

106 x 16 x 16 cm/ 1,6 kg

WINDSHIELD PRO       

WINDSHIELD PRO DOOR PANEL

WINDSHIELD PRO ADDITIONAL ELEMENT
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1

480 cm

80 cm

160 cm

140 cm

1

WINDSHIELD PRO

Material: 
HydraDore® SL fabric

Poles:
Aluminium

Standard features:
Premium quality, extendable to any 
size, telescopic pole system, no guy 
ropes needed, quick and easy to set 
up, extremely sturdy and stable

Included: 
Windbreak, poles, tie-down kit

FEATURES

Connection pole                  

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

(Item code 1293446070000)
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Pump with pressure GauGe

Item code 12934460100000

pressure pole

Item code 12010203504000

2,35 -2,80m

spacer set

4x

Item code 12930020000000

Porch pole

Item code 12020370003000 for PLUTO

Item code 12020400003000 for VEGA

Electric Pump

Item code 12930010000000

storm strap

Item code 1293368840000

ValVe

Item code 12933688300000

canopy poles

Item code 12010203503000

0,9 -1,6m

DriVe away Kit

4/7 mm Item code 12010301903000

6/7 mm Item code 12010301904000              
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NOTES
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